PACKAGE 1
I arrive at your wedding venue 2 hrs before the ceremony and
record footage of the location, venue and your personal decor/styling.
If you are getting ready at the venue I can also include some bride/groom preparations.
I then film the following:
Guests and the wedding party arriving
The ceremony and signing of the register.
The bride and groom being congratulated and receiving favours etc
The photographs and guests socialising.
The Reception Room decoration, tables decor and cake. Some of the receiving line.
Filming ends after the speeches.
I capture all the special moments during the day whilst being as discreet as possible and
allow your day to flow naturally. I may ask you for a few walking shots and different poses
during your photographs if I feel that its necessary but the rest of the time I am invisible.
The ceremony and speeches are filmed with 2-3 cameras in order to add interest and capture
family and guest reactions.The ceremony is recorded with the groom wearing a lapel microphone which ensures excellent sound quality and clear dialogue from the bride and groom.
Microphones are hidden on the tables for the speeches.
I edit and produce your video on 3 DVDs, one copy for you and both sets of parents. Extra
DVDs are available for 15 pounds each.
Each video normally lasts between 1 - 2 hours, dependant on the length of your ceremony
and speeches. The discs are personally printed, packaged and normally delivered between
two and five weeks, depending on how busy we are. In the busiest periods, the maximum
turnaround time has been 8 weeks.
The cost of this package is 750 pounds. We will charge extra for travelling time and costs
for weddings further than 25 miles.

The following can be added to this package…
The first three dances

£50

Family messages

£50

A 3-4 minute highlights video

£200

Your full MP4 video file on USB

£100

PACKAGE 2
I arrive at your wedding venue 3 hrs before the ceremony and
record footage of the location, venue and your personal decor/styling.
If you are getting ready at the venue I can also include some bride/groom preparations.
I then film the following:
Guests and the wedding party arriving
The ceremony and signing of the register.
The bride and groom being congratulated and receiving favours etc
The photographs and guests socialising.
The Reception Room decoration, tables decor and cake. Some of the receiving line.
The speeches and cake cutting.
The filming ends when we have enough good dancing shots, normally after 6 dances.
I ask family and friends to record short messages throughout the day. This normally takes
place between the meal and the evening reception as the room is being turned around but on
a sunny day it can be done when guests are socialising outside.
The ceremony, speeches and dancing are filmed with 2-3 cameras in order to add interest
and capture family and guest reactions. The ceremony is recorded with the groom wearing a
lapel microphone which ensures excellent sound quality and clear dialogue from the bride
and groom. Table microphones are used for the speeches.
I capture all the special moments during the day whilst being as discreet as possible and
allow your day to flow naturally. I may ask you for a few walking shots and different poses
during your photographs if I feel that its necessary.
We edit and produce your video on a USB and 3 DVDs, one copy for you and your parents.
You receive a highlights sequence at the end of the video creating a montage of the best bits
of the day. This lasts 3-4 minutes. Before posting your video, I will upload your highlights
for you to view online with a password. If you wish, you can then share the highlights with
your friends and family on social media
Each video normally lasts between 1 - 2 hours, dependant on the length of your ceremony
and speeches. The discs are personally printed, packaged and delivered with your USB
between two to five weeks after the day. I take several photographs of you on the day for
this purpose. During the Summer months the turnaround time can take a few weeks longer.
The cost of this package is 1000 pounds. There will be an additional cost for travel over 30
miles.
Additional time can be added to this package e.g. to cover fireworks

PACKAGE 3
We arrive at your wedding venue 3-4 hrs before the ceremony and
record footage of the location, venue and your personal decor/styling.
If you are getting ready at the venue we will include some bride/groom preparations.
We then film the following:
Guests and the wedding party arriving
The ceremony and signing of the register.
The bride and groom being congratulated and receiving favours etc
The photographs and guests socialising.
The Reception Room decoration, tables decor and cake. Some of the receiving line.
The speeches and cake cutting.
Family Messages are also included in this package.
The filming ends when we feel that we have enough footage.
Package three is a cinematic style wedding story. The coverage during the day will be the
same as package 2 but filming will end when we feel we have enough great dancing footage
and hopefully capture some sunset shots.
I will arrange to meet before the day and film some question and answer sessions which will
be incorporated into the final film.
In package 2, I capture your day as it happens whilst being as discreet as possible. With this
package, we take more control of the shots required on the day in order to produce your
story. Over all, there is much more attention to every detail of your wedding day.
More time will be spent with the couple capturing beautiful and personal images.
I will have an assistant on the day.
The finished story will be colour treated in the style of a movie and the music will be carefully selected and licensed to suit the mood of the film.
The cost of this package is 2000 pounds. The final video is produced on 3 DVDs and a
USB. You receive the full day video plus a highlights sequence creating a montage of the
day.
This package will only be available in the summer months and would also suit an elopement.

